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Scope: The retaining wall engineer's (Ryan & Associates) scope consists of preparing the wall design to enable the contractor to obtain necessary permits and properly construct the wall. The design considers the internal and local forces on the wall, environmental conditions, and any applicable code requirements. The work includes all professional services related to engineering, bidding, and construction administration. The engineer is responsible for the design, engineering function and these specifications. Services outside this scope such as responding to the owner's engineering firm (civil, structural, geotechnical or otherwise), provision of quality control testing & inspection, certification of wall construction, investigation of failed or non-compressing walls or any other services may be provided on a time & materials basis or for a negotiated fee.

The scope of Ryan & Associates (RA) for this project does not include wall demolition or any other civil engineering/surveying.

Contactor's Responsibility: This design has been done in an effort to achieve the required grade changes shown on the site plans for this project. The contractor must verify the accuracy of this design by comparing it to the civil engineer's plans and must account for any variations from the plans.

Rak will not be responsible for correcting a wall that is being built or has been built incorrectly due to this design being followed rather than the civil drawings.
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INSTALLATION MUST CONFORM TO THE ATTACHED "Ryan & Associates' segmental retaining wall specifications and installation guidelines for Cornerstone".
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